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Q & A
WITH JEN GALPIN

Since moving here from Oregon in 2001, Jen Galpin has made her mark on the 
local art scene by participating in Ochi Gallery’s Death to Day Jobs II this year 
as well as the first annual Wood River Studio Tour. She and her husband, Nate 
Galpin, founded a studio—Vita Brevis—in their garage and rent space to other 
local artists. She is represented at Lotus Gallery, owned by fellow Vita Brevis 
artist Gay Odmark, and has been a juror for the Sun Valley Arts and Crafts Fes-
tival. Her ability to handle different roles within the community is no surprise 
given the different roles Galpin must play in her own artwork. Photo transfer-
er, printmaker, painter—Galpin does it all. By combining the instantaneous ef-
fect of photography with the spontaneity of printmaking and painting, Galpin 
creates pieces that truly illuminate new moments and experiences.

"Dividing Line." 8"x8". Oil, lithographic photo transfer, and monotype mounted on panel.

BY HAYDEN SEDER 
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SVPN: You were born and raised in Oregon. 
How did you decide to move here? How long 
have you lived here?
JEN GALPIN: My husband, Nate Galpin, was 
born and raised in Ketchum. I met him in the art 
department at University of Puget Sound and we 
moved back here after we graduated to get out of 
the rain and play in the snow. We ended up start-
ing Vita Brevis Press together in 2001 and stay-
ing. I’ve lived here now for 13 years and love it.

SVPN: Your husband is also an artist. Does 
your husband’s metal work influence your 
own? Does it influence your creative process 
at all to have a fellow artist in the house?
JG: Nate and I are very different artists. He is 
extremely conceptual and works with a variety 
of media—clay, steel, graphite, printmaking, 
acrylic, photography, film—whatever he feels will 
allow him to best explore his subject and express 
his idea. I’m a 2D artist. I like to work on paper 
or panel or some combination of the two, and I 
stick with painting, drawing, and printmaking. 
I don’t feel like Nate’s work directly influences 
my work, but he plays a part in my creative 
process once everything is in motion. Art making 
can often be a very solitary, isolated, and also 
consuming experience and it is nice to have a 
partner who truly understands that, who gives 
me space and support for that, but who can also 
come in and offer critiques while my work is in 
progress. He gives me valuable feedback and it’s 
fun to have another crazy person in the house. 

SVPN: What artists influence you (past/present)?  
JG: I love Frida Kahlo, Henri Rousseau, Wayne 
Thiebaud. A present-day artist that I am consis-
tently awed and inspired by is Gretchen Gammell, 
and I also love her collaborative work with Amy 
Spassov. Together their project is Mars & Pony. 
I have one of their works on paper and it makes 
me so happy. Very talented women.

SVPN: Did art play a role in your upbringing?
JG: Surprisingly little. My mom and dad can 
both draw and they have always encouraged 
my art making, and I made a lot of art for fun, 
but I don’t ever remember going to a gallery or 
museum as a child.

SVPN: What’s your first art memory? Either 
viewing art or identifying yourself as an artist. 
JG: I remember making a lot of art when I was 
little. Drawing all the time, keeping sketchbooks. 
A few years ago my mom gave me a book I made 
in kindergarten. It was the kind of book where 
the teacher wrote questions on the chalkboard 
like, “What are you going to be when you grow 
up?” and you would write your answer on the 
lined bottom of the page and then illustrate the 
top. My answer to that question was that I was 
going to be an artist, and I drew myself in a cra-
zy dress with puffy sleeves holding a palette and 
paint brush and wearing a crown, so I guess I 
had it all figured out when I was five. Although, 
for a time, I forgot that I knew I wanted to be 
an artist and spent a lot of time thinking I would 
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be something serious and important like a doctor 
until I realized it was serious and important to 
pursue what made me happy, and happy for me 
was making art. I was 20 when I changed my 
major to fine art and never looked back.

SVPN: How has living in this community influ-
enced your art? 
JG: I moved here six months after I graduated 
from college, so I don’t know how my art would 
have developed in another community, but I do 
know that this community is so rich with cre-
ative people and imagery and opportunity for art 
making and education that I have always been 
supported and inspired. I think maybe the great-
est gift for me has been having the opportunity 
to work closely with artists such as Ted Waddell 
and Abby Grosvenor and others who have been 
making work for 40 or 50 years. I have learned 
so much from them about what it means to lead 
a creative life and have been inspired by their 
vision, focus, and work ethic. It has made me a 
better artist.

SVPN: You participated in Ochi Gallery’s Death 
to Day Jobs II. What was it like to be part of 
an exhibition showcasing so many different 
artists of different mediums? 
JG: It was such a great experience to be a part of 
that show and to have the opportunity to con-
nect with so many young artists in the commu-
nity! I loved seeing the diversity of media, and I 
felt like it invigorated my own work to see what 
everyone else was up to. As an artist, I think 
there is an awful lot of that solo time and noth-
ing has been better for my work than connecting 
with other artists, opening myself to critiques, 
and starting new dialogues.

SVPN: You also rent out your Vita Brevis studio 
to other artists who need a studio space to 
work. Has that been a rewarding experience? 
Has this situation led to any collaborations?  
JG: It’s actually a little bit different than renting 
out studio space. When artists come to work with 
me at the press we are working together on their 
project. I have a unique relationship with each 
of my artists and I am involved with the produc-
tion of their work in varying degrees. Essentially, 
an artist comes to me with an idea, and it is my 
job to use my technical skills as a printmaker to 
see their concept through to a finished product. 
I make recommendations on which printmaking 
process will best suit the idea; I often help with 
design, I mix and roll out color, I process the 
copper plates for the intaglio process and print 
the editions... but the ideas and the mark making 
come from the artist and the finished product 
belongs entirely to them. And it has been an 
incredibly rewarding experience that has yielded 
great friendships and so much personal inspira-
tion. I have worked with some of these artists 
for almost 13 years and they have very gener-
ously allowed me to be a part of their creative 

"The One Thing You're Fighting to Hold Will Be the One Thing You Have To Let Go." 8"x8". Oil, 
lithographic photo transfer, and monotype mounted on panel.
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process for all of that time. I think it requires a 
lot of trust to let someone in like that and I feel 
very blessed—not only to spend my time doing 
something that I love, but for all that I have 
learned from the artists I get to work with. And 
while the work we do at the press is collaborative 
in the sense that we work together on a project, 
I’ve never formally collaborated with any of my 
artists. But that sounds like fun. Maybe I’ll see if 
anyone is interested...

SVPN: How was your experience with the first 
annual Wood River Studio Tour?
JG: It was a fantastic experience!  Two of my art 
clients were showing work at the studio and we 
probably had 120 people come through over the 
weekend. Everyone who came to the studio asked 
great questions and there was a wonderful energy 
surrounding the whole event. I am looking 
forward to next year!

SVPN: Some of the photos you work with seem to 
have a historic feel to them; where do you find 
the photos that you transfer into your works?
JG: I work from my own photographs. I’ve found 
that my work is the most successful and that art 
making is more satisfying when I bring more of 
myself into it. The imagery in my work is very 
personal and I actually use a lot of self portraits, 

but I try to change the context of my photo-
graphs, juxtapose the familiar with something 
unexpected, in order to create a story that is 
open-ended and which allows the viewer to bring 
their own experiences to the piece. 

SVPN: You are a master printer specializing 
in intaglio, relief printing, non-toxic litho 
transfers, and large scale monotypes. Could 
you describe your process?
JG: Intaglio, relief printing, lithographic photo 
transfers, and monotype are the processes 
I use in the studio with my clients. My own 
work currently combines a variety of monotype 
techniques, lithographic photo transfers, and oil 
painting. But my process starts with journaling 
and with photographs. Many pieces begin with a 
phrase that is stuck in my mind or a word I find 
evocative. I try to write every morning before the 
boys wake up and I am always watchful going 
through my day and photograph anything that 
I find interesting. And then, if you watched me 
in the studio, I appear to spend an awful lot of 
time staring at the walls, drinking coffee, and 
looking for my pencil, but really I’m making asso-
ciations between words and images and ordering 
the way I will approach the piece in my head, 
and this part of my process can take a long time. 

Although once those connections are made I feel 
like things move fast. I choose the photographs 
I want to transfer and edit them and make 
photocopies. Then I begin the monotype part of 
the process, which is how I build the initial color 
and movement into the work. Sometimes I begin 
with the photo transfer but more frequently I 
incorporate the transfer over the monotype. After 
the ink from the monotype and photo transfer 
has dried I mount the paper onto panel and 
apply a layer of Dorland’s wax medium, which is 
a cold wax. This seals and protects the paper and 
also creates a surface I can paint on. Once the 
wax has hardened I buff it and begin painting, 
usually working from another one of my photo-
graphs to bring very realistic elements into the 
work. After the paint is dry I wax the entire piece 
again to unify the surface, and once the wax is 
hard I buff the surface one last time. You know, 
that doesn’t sound fast now that I think about 
it... I’m definitely a process person; I don’t mind 
the time it takes. I like having my mind engaged 
and my hands in the middle of it all.

SVPN: When you begin a piece, do you have a 
sense of how it will end up or is it a process 
of uncovering/discovering?
JG: I rarely go into a piece blind; I usually have 
a good idea about where I want to end up. But 
very often something unexpected will happen 
along the way with so many processes in play 
and I like to run with that—allow each part of 
the process to breathe and let the piece unfold 
in a different direction. 

SVPN: What are you reading?
JG: Wow. I remember reading. That happened a 
lot more for me before I had two small chil-
dren... These days I tend to spend my free time 
painting. But the two books currently on my 
nightstand are: Twenty Love Poems and a Song 
of Despair by Pablo Neruda and Easy to Love, 
Difficult to Discipline: The 7 Basic Skills For Turn-
ing Conflict Into Cooperation by Becky A. Bailey, 
Ph.D. Pretty representative of the two parts of 
my life, actually. Artist and mom. I feel like those 
are two very distinct identities. I haven’t figured 
out how to integrate them, really, but it works 
somehow.

SVPN:  What’s up next for you?
JG: I’m making work right now for a show that’s 
opening in March at the Sun Valley Center’s space 
in Hailey that is going to showcase the work of 
the artists who work at Vita Brevis Press. The show 
will run from March-July and there will be several 
artist talks and also some printmaking classes in 
conjunction with the show. We’re still working out 
the details, but I’m so pleased to have the op-
portunity to show with The Center again and really 
excited for people to see the beautiful diversity of 
work that comes off the press!

"You Can't Get There From Here." 20"x20". Oil, lithographic photo transfer, and monotype mounted on panel.
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